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Abstract

An Eulerian compressible hydrodynamic method is presented for ana-
lyzing transient phenomena in nuclear reactors following hypothetical ex-
cursions. The method uses the implicit integration scheme to solve
nonlinear equations of fluid dynamics in conjunction with a thin-shell
analysis to calculate the response of the wall boundary. Detailed formu-
lations are given. Results are presented for two example problems and
compared with available experimental data.

Introduction

Analyses of transient phenomena in the reactor containment system
during an hypothetical core-disruptive accident (HCDA) have received wide
attention in the past decade. The phenomena encompassed in the HCDA are
wave propagation, sodium-slug impact, and the expanding gas bubble, as
mentioned by Fistedis (1972). Although several Lagrangian hydrodynamic
techniques are available for these analyses, they cannot handle fluid
motion involving strong material distortion. Also, these techniques
usually employ explicit integration, which is quite time-consuming when
applied to large-time-scale problems - ',

j

In this paper, an Eulerian finite-difference method is described
which has the decisive advantage of treating excessive distortion. It
uses the implicit temporal-integration scheme suggested by Harlow (1971)
to solve the nonlinear, time-dependent equations of fluid dynamics. This
scheme not only ensures computational stability, but also eases the
Courant condition on the time step. Furthermore, the implicit treatment
of pressure and velocity fields allows the presence of all flow-speed
regimes. Recently, a thin-shell analysis was incorporated in an existing
hydrodynamic program, 1CECO (Wang, 1975), to investigate the fluid-
structure interactions. Methods of treating internal solid material, ar-
bitrarily shaped boundaries,and moving external walls have been estab-
lished. The resulting method thus could become an invaluable tool in the
areas of reactor mechanics and engineering applications. For illustra-
tion, two examples are given, which concern the bubble expansion and con-
traction in the primary vessel, and wave transmission in a fluid-filled



elastic-plastic pipe. Comparisons of the analytical and experimental re-
sults arc also made.

|

Fluid Mechanics Equations I

The Differential Equations i
I

The partial differential equations used in the method are the
continuum-mechanics conservation equations of mass, momentum, and energy,
and the equation of state of the media. These equations are written in
cylindrical coordinates with axial symmetry. Thus, denoting the radial
and axial coordinates by r and z, respectively, and the corresponding
radial and axial velocity components by u and v, the mass equation of a
viscous, compressible fluid is

3p_ 1 3£ur
3t r 3r 3z U * u

where p is fluid density and t the time.

The momentum equations, including nonlinear convective and viscous
diffusion terms, in the radial and axial directions are, respectively,

3pu . 1 3pu2r

it + r a
and

3pv . 1 3puvr
K + 37-

where

(1 3ur 3v
r 3r 3z

is the viscous pressure, gr and gz are the two components of gravitational
acceleration, p is the pressure, and u and X are, respectively, the first
and second viscosity coefficients. These coefficients sometimes can be
used as "artificial viscosities" to eliminate the shock discontinuities
and numerical instabilities.

The energy equation has the form



+ uuf^} , (5)

in which

E = I + ^(u2 + v2) (6)

is the specific total energy and I the specific internal energy. The
temperature ter.in in the energy equation has been eliminated by using the
constant B (Harlow, 1971).

The equation of state can be expressed in a general form

P = f (P, I) • (7)

Governing Finite-Difference Equations

As suggested by Harlow (1971), the method employs &a implicit dif-
ference scheme to the set of nonlinear differential equations mentioned
above. The convective terms in the mass equation and the pressure
gradients in the momentum equations are evaluated at advanced time. To
simplify the description of the method, the detailed derivations of
finite-difference expressions of mass and momentum equations will not be
presented here, but are given in Refs. (2) and (3). Thus, elimination of
mass flux between the mass and momentum equations, in conjunction with
the equation of state relating the advanced time pressure and densities,
results in a Poisson's equation governing the advanced-time pressure:

(8)



where

and

G? , -= G(un , v n , p n , ji, \ , S t , fir, fiz)

is the source term evaluated from previous cycle values, <St is the time
step, fir and 6z are, respectively, the dimensions of a cell in the radial
and axial directions. Also, in Eq. (8) the superscripts n+1 and n de-
note the (n+l)-th and the n-th time cycles, while subscripts i and j
indicate spatial values.

It should be mentioned that Eq. (8) is the governing difference
equation for the advanced-time pressure and it expressed in the implicit
version. It is a five-point equation that is solved by the iteration
technique.

Thin-Shell Equations

In the Implicit Eulerian Method, the external wall can be con-
sidered either as rigid or as defcrmable. In the deformable-wall analy-
sis, the boundary is limited to the thin cylindrical shells and circular
plates. The differential equations of dynamic equilibrium of a shell of
revolution undergoing large deflections are (Witmer, 1963)

~z~ I . Arcos<(i | — ~~ I Q̂ rsintj) | ~ Na + prsinifi ~ mrr = 0 ,

8s I N.rsiwji + r— I Q.rcos<}> I - prcos<j> - mrz = 0 ,

(9)

where s is the length of the shell along the meridian, measured from the
vertex of the shell, m is the mass of the shell per unit area, $ is the
angle of inclination of the element with respect to the r direction, p is
the pressure, N^ and Ng are two tangential stress resultants, and QA is
the transverse stress. The shell is idealized by layers of subshells that
can carry only normal stresses in the planes parallel to the tangential
plane of the shell structure. These subshells are connected by the



material that carries only shears. The vessel material is considered to
be elastic-plastic and strain hardening. The strain-hardening shell is
represented by a model in which the thickness of the subshell is further
decomposed into subregions of elastic-perfectly-plastic materials having
different yield stresses, but common strains. The von Mises yield condi-
tion is used.

Fluid-Solid Interface

The effect of viscosity is neglected at the wall boundary. The
methods treat the deformable wall in such a way that the fluid slips along
the wall, but in the direction normal to the wall boundary the fluid and
the shell are forced to move together. Thus, for each boundary cell that
contains the deformable wall, the free-slip boundary condition yields .

(vp - vb) • n = 0 . (10)

In this equation Vp is the velocity vector of a virtual particle located
at the midpoint of the wall segment, vj, is the velocity vector of the
deformable wall obtained from the shell-motion calculation, and H is the
unit normal vector pointing into the fluid region.

A convenient solution procedure to solve Eq. (10) in the boundary
cell is to express that equation in terms of the advanced-pressure field;
then Eqs. (10) and (8) can be solved together. One way of doing this is
by introducing the relaxation parameter 3g and the following iteration
formula for the advanced-pressure field:

a

| | - - (7 - vb) • n/5 (11)

in which

6 = max [Sr, 6z]

and

38 < p62/26t .

Equation (11) indicates that instead of adjusting the pressure proportional
to the net flux out of a cell, one adjusts it proportionally to the flux
across the boundary measured relative to coordinates fixed in the
boundary. If fluid is flowing across the boundary, the pressure will be
increased until the outflow stops and vice versa.



Sample Calculations

To illustrate the basic implicit Eulerian method, two example
problems are given. The first problem deals with the bubble motion in one
of the simulated experiments performed at Argonne National Laboratory
(Theofanous, 1975).

The test apparatus used in the experiment is shown in Fig. 1. The
primary vessel contained a 12-in.-high column of water, and was initially
closed and covered by a thin diaphragm membrane. The diaphragm was broken
by the steel rod, which fell on signal under the effect of gravity. This
permitted the high-pressure air to expand rapidly into the liquid region.
The behavior of the expanding bubble was recorded photographically.

Figure 2 presents the computed bubble configurations at seven dif-
ferent instants. The bubble first expanded spherically and reached its
maximum radius at approximately 22 msec. Then a spike was generated at
the bubble vertex, and the bubble became toroidal in shape. The spike was
caused by the fluid hydrodynamic pressure, which exceeded the bubble in-
ternal pressure and thus caused the reversal of the fluid motion. Because
of further growth of the spike, the gas bubble became unstable and
collapsed shortly after 42 msec, at which time the computation was ceased.

Experimentally -.ecorded bubble motions at seven different instants
are exhibited in Fig. 3. These configurations show how the bubble ex-
panded and contracted during the course of motion. The maximum bubble
also occurred at 22 msec. To compare the results, the computed positions
of the bubble boundary along the symmetry axis are given in this figure.
The good agreement of the analytical results with the experimental data
indicates that the method is a useful tool for investigating bubble motion
during an HCDA.

In the second problem the wave propagation in a fluid contained in
an elastic-plastic pipe was studied. The same problem was also performed
experimentally by Stanford Research Institute (SRI) (Florence, 1973). In
the experiment, the pressure pulse was generated by a pulse gun which was
attached to a length of Nickel-200 pipe. The pipe was of 3-in. CD,
40 mils thick, and 10 ft long (see Fig. 4), and filled with water. Figure
5(a) shows the pressure-time history at position 1 in the pulse gun, which
was used as the source pressure in the numerical calculations.

Figure 5(b) - 5(d) gives the computed pressure-time histories at
pipe locations 1A, 2, and 3, along with the mean values of the experimental
pulses recorded by SRI. As shown by these figures, the pressure pulse was
significantly attenuated by the plastic deformation of the pipe wall.
Since the plastic waves travel much slower than the elastic waves, the
pressure pulse which caused the pipe to yield was noticeably dispersed as
it travels to the downstream. Also, the plastic deformations of the pipe
were limited to a short length of the pipe near the source. At t • 4 msec,
the computed radial deformation of the pipe wall at locations lc - 3c
were, respectively, 0.087, 0.074, and 0.0083 cm. The SRI posttest mea-
surement of the corresponding deformations gave 0.094, 0.068, and



0.0025 cm. The overestimation of Llic deformation at location Jc is
probably due to the fact that the positions away from tho source wore
still in the loading stage at the time of terminating the computation.
Nevertheless, the analytical solution indeed agrees reasonably well with
the experimental results.
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